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Abstract
This case study examined how well downscaling of Community Earth System Model (CESM) data
can reproduce climatological conditions relevant for summer (JJA) air quality in Glacier Bay National Park. Climatology was determined from the meteorological results obtained by the Weather
Research and Forecasting model inline coupled with chemistry (WRF-chem) when driven with
CESM data of 2006-2012. The climatology of this experiment (EXP) was evaluated by climatology
from gridded blended sea-wind speeds, CRU data, and 42 surface meteorology sites. The quality
relative to known performance was assessed by comparison to climatology determined from
WRF-chem control simulations driven with FNL analysis data (CON) in forecast mode. Compared
to observations, the thermodynamic and dynamic performances of EXP showed similar shortcomings (dampened diurnal temperature range, overestimation of wind speed over land) as CON.
Over water EXP wind-speed climatology JJA bias (simulated minus observed) was −0.7 m/s. With
respect to the CRU data EXP biases in JJA 2m temperature, diurnal temperature range, relative
humidity and accumulated precipitation were −1.1 K, −4.9 K, 13%, and 110 mm, respectively. The
slightly warmer atmosphere in EXP compensated for deficiencies in the cloud schemes leading to
better results for the number of wet days and accumulated precipitation than in CON. Downscaling
captured known mesoscale responses important for regional climate in a similar way as CON.
When using CESM forcing, lateral boundary effects expanded spatially farther into the domain
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than known for forcing by analysis data. Overall, climatologies obtained from downscaling for
Southeast Alaska had similar skill than those derived from forecasts driven by analysis data.
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1. Introduction
In Southeast Alaska and Glacier Bay National Park, in particular, many management decisions (e.g. cruisespeed limits, restrictions on the number of vessels in protected areas, emission controls) require assessment of
the impacts on future visibility, degree of the air’s pristine quality, and ecosystems prior to their implementation
[1]. Southeast Alaska is part of the large Alexander Archipelago (Figure 1) representing a substantial number of
large islands and islets, and mountainous forest. To the east are glaciers and to the west the open water of the
Gulf of Alaska. The land-cover is mainly mixed forests (Sitka spruce, western hemlock with the understory
dominated by several alder species and vaccinium). The Tongass National Forest, the largest forest in the US,
encompasses about 27,359 km of shoreline and covers a substantial area of the region. At the northern end of the
archipelago, Glacier Bay National Park encompasses one of the largest marine protected areas in the northern
hemisphere with nearly 3 million acres of glacial fjord landscape and pristine wilderness. Since the park is off
the Canadian and Alaska road network, 95% of all visitors are cruise-ship passengers. In 2008, 225 cruise ships
entered the park, typically spending 9 - 10 hours per visit all of which include stops in the upper fjords in front
of tidewater glaciers.
There is concern regarding the impacts that cruise-ship visitation may have to ecosystems, wildlife, the pristiness of the air and the visitor experience. The cruise-ship emissions encompass particles and precursor gases
for particle formation. These particles may take up water vapor and form haze thereby reducing visibility [1].
Both wildlife watching and glacier viewing, however, require good visibility. To keep the impacts on visibility
and the unsightly build-up of pollutants under the regularly occurring inversions small, the National Park Service (NPS) currently restricts the cruise-ship entries to two per day between May 15 and September 15. This
limit and the increasing demand for Southeast Alaska glacier-viewing cruises have led to increased cruise-ship
traffic in less protected areas like the Tongass National Forest (Figure 1) or unprotected areas. The NPS is interested in the regional climate of the future decade for assessment of management decisions regarding summer
cruise- ship impacts on protected areas.

Figure 1. Map of Southeast Alaska and locations mentioned in the text. The
blue dots indicate the locations of the 42 surface meteorology sites. The red
crosses indicate the outer corners of the WRF-chem domain used in the analysis. Green lines serve to indicate the name of an area. WRF-chem used a polarstereographic grid.
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Currently, southern Southeast Alaska has a mid-latitude oceanic climate (Köppen-Geiger classification Cfb);
subarctic oceanic climate (Köppen-Geiger classification Cfc) characterizes northern Southeast Alaska and the
adjacent British Columbia [2]. The polar front governs the climate year round leading to variable often cloudy
weather conditions. The cool ocean currents keep summers (June, July, and August) cool in the coastal areas,
while farther inland conditions are comparatively less humid.
As regional/local climate has various potential impacts on the atmospheric composition, any assessments of
management impacts have to consider the changes in regional/local climate. Direct impacts of local and regional
climate on air quality exist due to the relation between radiation and photolysis rates, as well as between temperature and chemical reactions rates; temperature, humidity, and precipitation affect gas and aqueous phase
chemistry, aerosol physics and chemistry, and contaminant removal [3] [4]. Indirect impacts can occur by temperatures affecting biogenic emission fluxes, and wildfire frequency, by less wind or more stagnant situations
increasing the likelihood for inversion-related pollution, and/or by increased convection that enables long-range
transport of pollutants [5]-[7].
The assessment of emission-control impacts depends not only on the emission-control scenario, but also on
capturing the regional/local climate change adequately. For management purposes, the NPS wants to assess how
air quality would change at the regional to local scale under altered climate conditions under current and/or altered emission conditions. Such assessment requires downscaling of climate-model data of future years by an
air-quality model.
Investigations of the impact of future emission-control strategies on air quality face several difficulties regarding their reliability. In general, the performance of air-quality simulations is hard to assess due to the limited
data availability [8]. Field campaigns provide large evaluation datasets [9] [10], but only for a limited time. To
make use of the limited number of monitoring sites scientists have developed dynamic evaluation strategies.
Some authors use the emission differences between weekdays and weekends [11] [12] for further evaluation.
Others [12] [13] performed long-term evaluations.
All these air-quality simulations used either reanalysis or analysis data as initial and boundary conditions.
While a regional air-quality model when driven with reanalysis or analysis data for current conditions provides
reasonable results [14]-[17], it still has to be shown that it does so when driven with climate-model data. Unfortunately, climatology of atmospheric trace gases and particular matter hardly exist. However, many air-quality
evaluations showed that the performance, among other things, depends strongly on the simulated meteorological
fields [18]-[20].
When using climate-model data as initial and boundary conditions for regional air-quality simulations of the
future (e.g. 2030) evaluating by observation becomes impossible. Furthermore, the forecast limit is about 10
days. However, for assessment of future regional/local air quality, the air-quality model must capture the mean
climate, mean diurnal course, terrain related mesoscale features and interannual variability of the region of interest. Thus, confidence in air-quality model results for future scenarios obtained by downscaling of climatemodel data requires examining how well the air-quality model represents the current mean climate and its short
scale temporal and local features [8]. In a further step, it has to be investigated whether these simulations provide similar statistics of air-quality conditions.
In complex regions with sparse data, statistical downscaling of climate data is rather difficult [21], and dynamical downscaling with a mesoscale regional model clearly outperforms statistical downscaling [22]. Uncertainties and biases in meteorological forcing data, discretization, parameterizations, and truncation introduce
uncertainty in air-quality modeling [8] [19] [23]. In data sparse regions, interpolations to derive gridded climatology may inherit notable uncertainty as well [24].
Few studies exist that assess the Weather Research and Forecast model’s (WRF) [25] capability in downscaling climate model data. They all focused on areas with dense observational networks (e.g. New-England, California) [26] [27]. Our study investigated multiple data sources including forecasts how well WRF inline coupled
with chemistry (WRF-chem) [28] in its Alaska adapted version [19] captured the local summer climatology of
Southeast Alaska and Glacier Bay National Park, in particular. The study focused on summer which is the time
of cruise-ship visits. The NPS, who has juristical control about the cruise-ship entries in Glacier Bay National
Park, is interested in future summer climate for management of resources in Glacier Bay and the Tongass National Forest (see Figure 1 for locations). The primary goal of this paper was to evaluate the reliability of shortterm climatology derived from downscaled climate-model data for Southeast Alaska. The related uncertainty
and differences in the chemical fields were beyond the scope of this paper.
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Climatologies of air-quality relevant meteorological quantities, determined from WRF-chem simulations driven with climate-model data, were evaluated by the climatology from surface meteorology sites and gridded
observational data. The focus was on downscaled features imbedded in various time scales, and the spatial distribution. Since observations in Southeast Alaska are sparse (Figure 1) and biased towards low elevation, we
enhanced our evaluation of the climatology from downscaling by comparing it with the climatology derived
form WRF-chem simulations that were driven with analysis data. In this comparison, the goal was not a perfect
match, but to assess the quality of downscaling relative to known performance.

2. Experimental Design
Various studies have demonstrated that WRF-chem performs reasonable for Alaska [12] [19] [29]. Furthermore,
WRF-chem’s and the Community Earth System Model’s (CESM) [30] [31] meteorological components have
been found to acceptably simulate many meteorological quantities [19] [32]-[34] that are relevant for air quality.
Thus, we deployed WRF-chem to downscale data from the RCP4.5 runs performed with the CESM.

2.1. Model Setup and Initialization
The WRF-chem setup followed [1]: The WRF-Single-Moment 5-class cloud-microphysics scheme [35] and a
further developed cumulus ensemble scheme [36] described cloud processes on the resolvable and subgrid-scale,
respectively. Shortwave and long-wave radiation were determined by the Goddard two-stream multi-band
scheme [37] and Rapid Radiative Transfer Model [38] including cloud and aerosol-radiation feedbacks [39].
Surface and atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) physics followed [40]. The exchange of heat and matter at the
atmosphere-surface interface, snow, soil-temperature and soil-moisture and frozen ground conditions were calculated by a modified version of the NOAH land-surface model [41]. The Regional Acid Deposition Model version 2 chemical mechanism [42] used calculated photolysis rates [43]. The Modal Aerosol Dynamics Model for
Europe [44] and Secondary Organic Aerosol Model [45] were used for aerosol dynamics, physics and chemistry.
Activity based anthropogenic and biogenic emissions were considered following [1] [46].
The model setup was identical for both simulations with the exception of the forcing data. The control simulation (CON) was driven by the 1˚ × 1˚, 6 h-resolution National Centers for Environmental Prediction global final
analyses (FNL) data [47] as initial conditions for the meteorological, snow and soil quantities and sea-surface
temperatures (SST), and as meteorological boundary conditions. The control simulations were run in “forecast
mode” with re-initialization of the meteorology every five days. We call this simulation, its results and the various climatologies derived therefrom CON hereafter. CON served as our “known performance”.
The experimental simulation (EXP) downscaled 0.9˚ × 1.25˚ latitudinal and longitudinal, 6h-resolution CESM
[48] meteorological data from the intermediate RCP4.5 emission scenario [49]. This CESM simulation ran in
“future mode” after its model year 2005 (for an assessment of the CESM simulation see [50]). The CESM data
served for initialization and as lateral boundary conditions. As this CESM run had soil temperature and moisture
states only written out at one level, and we were interested in the suitability of CESM data as lateral forcing, we
initialized our experimental WRF-chem simulation with FNL snow, soil-temperature and moisture conditions.
Furthermore, SST was taken from FNL data to limit differences to those from the lateral forcing and atmospheric initial conditions. This experimental simulation, its results, and the climatologies derived from there are called
EXP hereafter.
Both WRF-chem simulations used the same idealized vertical profiles of Southeast Alaska background concentrations to initialize the chemical fields and for chemical boundary conditions. Since this region is remote
and typically has clean air, the impact of the lateral chemical boundary conditions on the results within the domain can be expected to be negligibly small for reasonably chosen background conditions [1].
The domain of interest encompassed 28 layers from the surface to 100 hPa and 120 × 120 grid-points of 7 km
horizontal increment centered at 58.5˚N, 135.5˚W. Five grid-points on each lateral boundary were discarded
from the evaluation to allow the meteorological fields in the domain (Figure 1) to adjust to the lateral boundary
values of the FNL or CESM data. We performed the control and experimental simulations for June, July and
August (JJA) 2006 to 2012 to cover the peak of temperature and cruise-ship traffic. Unfortunately, we had to restrict our study to these seven years as the CESM started running in future mode after model year 2005 [49], and
the gridded obervational dataset was only available until 2012. Ideally, an evaluation period of more than seven
years would be preferable. From a theoretical point of view, two independent 30-year climate periods would be
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needed to assess changes in climatology [2] [51]. Given the limitations set by the data situation, our study provides a first, locally and temporally resticted assessment of the capability and accuracy of downscaling CESM
data by WRF-chem to reproduce local/regional climatologies.

2.2. Analysis
The authors are aware that many parameters determine air quality. This study focused on WRF-chem’s performance evaluation by observed climatology when downscaling CESM data. We used the Climate Research Unit
(CRU) data 3.12 [52] to evaluate temperature, diurnal temperature range, relative humidity, precipitation, and
the number of wet days. Wet days have precipitation exceeding 0.1 mm/d. This gridded dataset provides
monthly averages at 0.5˚ × 0.5˚ resolution over land only. It is based on the interpolation of observations until
2012. Relative humidity at 2m was calculated from the CRU water-vapor and temperature data.
We projected the WRF-chem simulated quantities onto the 0.5˚ × 0.5˚ CRU-grid to determine mean values.
For each 0.5˚ × 0.5˚ grid-cell, we counted the number of days with precipitation exceeding 0.1 mm/d to determine the number of wet days on the same grid as the CRU data. For each 0.5˚ × 0.5˚ grid-cell, we also determined the mean diurnal temperature range. Monthly and seasonal averages of temperature, diurnal temperature
range, wet days, precipitation, and relative humidity were calculated for each 0.5˚ × 0.5˚ cell, and year for EXP
and CON. Then monthly and seasonally means were calculated from the WRF-chem results for each 0.5˚ × 0.5˚
grid-cell.
Wind-speed climatology was evaluated by gridded blended sea-surface wind speeds from multiple satellites
[53], hereafter called BSW. This ocean only dataset has 0.25˚ × 0.25˚ spatial and 6-hourly, daily and monthly
resolution. The WRF-chem winds were projected onto the BSW-grid to determine monthly and seasonally
means for each 0.25˚ × 0.25˚ grid-cell.
The BSW dataset also provides wind directions, but these data were from reanalysis, i.e. not from observations [53]. Since the purpose of our study was an assessment by observed data, the BSW wind-direction data
were ignored. This restriction to observations maximizes the independence of cimatologies from downscaled
data and evaluation data from each other. Reanalysis data, for instance, could feign good correlations due to
similar parameters, parameterizations, discretization methods, soil or land-cover type datasets used in the model
with which they were produced.
Comparison of the gridded climatology derived from downscaled results with the gridded climatology from
observations assessed whether the downscaling captures the features at a scale smaller than the CESM resolution,
but larger than the WRF-chem resolution.
The performance of EXP in reproducing climatology was quantified by mean bias (simulated minus observed), root-mean-square error (RMSE), and standard deviation for June, July, August, and JJA. To assess
WRF-chem’s performance when downscaling CESM data relative to known performance, these skill scores
were also determined for CON. For the current quality of chemical weather forecasts see [54] [55].
The interannual variability for the meteorological quantities can be measured by the temporal standard deviations [56]. Significance of differences was tested at the 95% confidence level using a t-test. The word significant
is only used in this context.
Classical mesoscale circulations (e.g. sea or land breezes, slope winds, mountain-valley winds), geographically caused features (e.g. orographic lifting), locally induced inversions or convection affect regional air quality
[2]. Such mesoscale processes are important aspects of regional climate in Southeast Alaska [57] and occur at
temporal scales shorter than a day. Therefore, EXP climatology was evaluated on the sub-diurnal scale based on
hourly data from 42 meteorology sites in the domain (Figure 1).
We used hourly observations of 2m temperature (T), 2m dewpoint temperature (Td), 10m wind speed, and
wind direction from 11 buoys, and 31 land-sites to determine seven year means of the diurnal courses for June,
July, August and JJA at the monthly, and seasonal scale. Analogously, we determined these climatologies from
the WRF-chem results at these sites. We examined whether the EXP climatologies fell within one standard deviation of the observed climatologies, and how they compared to those of CON. As sites exist both on land and
ocean (Figure 1), this evaluation also bridged the lack of data over ocean (land) in the CRU (SBW) data.
Various field campaigns and long-term monitoring have shown that mesoscale circulations and features
strongly affect local and regional air quality [58]-[60]. Regional downscaling serves to capture local terrainintroduced effects such as pollution channeling through valleys, accumulation under inversions, or redistribution
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by mesoscale circulations. Various studies showed WRF’s capability to predict mesoscale features when driven
with analysis data [19] [61]. Therefore, we compared monthly mean diurnal course of 2m temperature, 2m relative humidity, 10m wind speed, and wind direction over the entire domain, over land, ocean, coastal areas, and
Glacier Bay obtained by EXP with those of CON to assess whether the climatologies from downscaling provide
similar magnitudes in response to these regional/local features.

3. Results and Discussion
In the following, mean, bias, and interannual variability refer to the 2006-2012 seven-year period (Table 1); In
the case of the site climatologies (Table 2), the terms refer to the mean over the data at all 42 sites and 20062012.

3.1. Temperature
According to the CRU data (Figure 2), mean temperatures were highest over the Chatham Strait (see Figure 1
for location), its adjacent land and locally in Canada (>12˚C), intermediate along most of the Gulf of Alaska
(7.5˚C - 12˚C), and lowest over the glaciers of the St. Elias Mountains (<3˚C).
Judged by the CRU data EXP performed quite similarly to CON in all months and JJA, and captured those
climatological features acceptably (Figure 2). Temperature climatology differed insignificantly from the CRU
temperatures. Like CON, EXP showed small negative biases in mean 2m temperatures over land, i.e. WRFchem was slightly too cold. In both simulations, biases were lowest over glaciers and largest along the coast.
Except in some areas over Canada, EXP derived 2m temperature means fell within one standard deviation of the
CRU data. Similar was true for CON. However, EXP performed slightly weaker in capturing internanual variability than CON as is indicated by the larger area with temperature outsides the range of one standard deviation
of the observations (hashed area in Figure 2). Furthermore, EXP more strongly underestimated temperatures
over the fjords than CON did.
Table 1. Comparison of JJA skill scores as obtained for climatology determined by downscaling of CESM (EXP) and WRFchem simulations driven with analysis data (CON) with gridded climatology from observations (OBS). OBS stands for the
CRU (2m air temperature, 2m relative humidity, accumulated precipitation; land only) and SBW (10m wind speed; ocean
only) data. Bias is simulated minus observed climatology.
Climatology

Skill scores
Mean and standard deviation
EXP
CON
OBS

Bias
EXP
CON

RMSE
EXP
CON

2 m temperature (˚C)

9.0 ± 3.3 9.3 ± 0.6 10.1 ± 0.1

−1.1

−0.7

2.3

2.3

2 m DTR (˚C)

5.6 ± 0.4 5.2 ± 0.7 10.8 ± 0.7

−4.9

−5.3

4.2

4.3

15

18

19

2 m relative humidity (%)

91 ± 2

93 ± 3

78 ± 8

13

10 m wind speed (m/s)

5.1 ± 0.7 4.4 ± 0.3 5.5 ± 0.5

−0.5

−1.1

0.4

0.4

Accumulated precipitation (mm)

326 ± 107 295 ± 67 655 ± 49

−110

−120

165

139

Table 2. JJA skill scores as obtained for 2m air temperature, 2m relative humidity, and 10m wind speed climatology determined from downscaled CESM results (EXP) and WRF-chem simulations driven with analysis data (CON). All available
data from the 42 sites (OBS) were used in the calculation of the skill scores. Bias is simulated minus observed climatology.
Data for individual months look similar to those for JJA (therefore not listed). Standard deviation relates to the sites among
each other over all seven years.
Skill scores
Climatology

Mean and standard deviation
EXP
CON
OBS

Bias
EXP CON

RMSE
EXP CON

2 m temperature (˚C)

12.4 ± 3.5

11.6 ± 3.1

12.0 ± 4.3

−1.1 −1.6

2.0 1.3

2 m relative humidity (%)

77 ± 17

81 ± 15

80 ± 17

5 7

8 6

1.70 1.72

1.72 1.99

10 m wind speed (m/s)

4.49 ± 2.58

4.13 ± 2.56
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Comparison of JJA mean 2m air temperature as obtained by (a) EXP, (b) CON, and (c) according to the CRU data.
The contour lines in (c) are the observed standard deviations at 0.1˚C increment. The hashed areas in (a) and (b) indicate
where the obtained climatological mean failed to fall within one standard deviation of the observed climatology. CRU data
are land only.
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Over land, EXP reproduced the climatology of mean temperatures with slightly less accuracy than CON at the
southern, eastern and northern boundary of the domain. Since the FNL data are based on observations, they indirectly import information about the response of the meteorological fields to the real upwind landscape into the
domain at the inflow boundaries. In CESM, a mosaic approach considered subgrid-scale heterogeneity of landcover. The landscape in the CESM grid-cell differs from that at the same location in nature by being smoother
and less heterogeneous [62] [63]. Thus, when downscaling CESM, the atmospheric response imported over the
boundaries is that to a smoother landscape.
According to the CRU data, the interannual variability in mean 2m temperatures was less than 1˚C over land
(Figure 2). Over Canada, EXP overestimated the interannual variability locally up to 2.6˚C in June. As expected
from theory, both EXP and CON provided smaller interannual variability over the Pacific and coastal areas than
inland in all months and JJA. The locally notable discrepancy between WRF-chem derived and CRU temperature climatology may be partly related to the interpolation of sparse data with sites being mainly in valleys or at
low elevation (cf. [24]). The climatology of means and standard deviation derived from EXP (and CON) considered WRF-chem values of all elevations within the 0.5˚ × 0.5˚ area represented by a CRU grid-cell. The locally
higher June interannual variability in EXP (and CON) compared to the CRU data suggests that snow at high
elevation may have led to increased interannual variability. When interpolating observations from a network favoring valley locations interannual variability in snowline occurring at comparatively higher elevations cannot
be captured.
The EXP overall RMSE was the same as in CON, while the overall cold bias was slightly higher (Table 1).
The overall EXP and CON 2m temperature means were closer to each other than to the mean determined from
the CRU data.
According to the CRU data, the mean JJA diurnal temperature range (DTR) was smallest over the coastal
fjords (>4.8˚C) and gradually increased with distance from the ocean to up to 14˚C or more (Figure 3). For all
three months, EXP captured this distribution very well and better than CON. EXP dampened the mean DTR
slightly less than CON did. On average over JJA, and in July and August, EXP (like CON) broadly captured the
areas of largest DTR. Like CON, EXP underestimates the DTR up to 5˚C along the coasts in all months and JJA.
EXP well captured the DTR inland over Canada with close to zero biases. Here and along the coasts, EXP outperformed CON. These findings suggest that (1) the bias was rather due to the prescribed SSTs than the lateral
forcing data, (2) downscaling with WRF-chem produced better DTR inland than along the coasts in all summer
months, and (3) EXP results were of similar quality than we know from forecasts with analysis data.
In EXP, in all months and JJA, the mean DTR changed at the western and eastern domain boundary by about
1˚C - 3˚C absolute as compared to the values slightly more to the east and west, respectively (Figure 3). This
feature neither existed in CON nor in the CRU climatology. Therefore, it must be due to the forcing at the lateral
boundaries.
The different resolutions cannot be the main reasons as the feature occured on all boundaries in EXP.
WRF-chem obtained temperature forcing data of coarser resolution at the western and eastern boundary in EXP
than CON (1.25˚ vs. 1˚). The opposite was true for the southern and northern boundary (0.9˚ vs. 1˚). Despite the
finer latitudinal resolution of the CESM forcing data at the southern and northern boundaries, CON outperformed EXP here too (Figure 3). These findings can be explained as follows: FNL data base on observations.
These observations indirectly included real world signals related to the SST and/or complex terrain in the upwind of the model domain. Consequently, in CON, better information about the conditions outside of the domain was imported over the inflow boundaries than in EXP. Furthermore, in the ABL, temperature advection
over the western and eastern boundary was stronger in the CESM than FNL data.
The evaluation by the 42 sites climatology (Figure 4) revealed that EXP (CON) underestimated the monthly
mean 2m temperature by 1.6˚C (1˚C). EXP (CON) underestimated the monthly mean diurnal course of 2m temperatures less than 2.2˚C (1.9˚C) in all months, and 2.1˚C (1.6˚C) for JJA. These biases fall within the range
found for WRF studies in hindcast mode (e.g. [64]). Thus, despite EXP reproducted the temperature climatology
with slightly less accuracy than CON, its climatology must be considered as being of similar quality. In both
cases, differences were smallest at the land sites. This fact hints at errors in advection and SSTs as potential
causes. Both simulations used the same SSTs to restrict differences to the lateral forcing.
The spatial and temporal standard deviation obtained by EXP over all 42 sites was 3.5˚C, i.e. less than found
in the observed climatology (Table 2). However, EXP captured this moment slightly better than CON. Consequently, the downscaled local scale climate can be considered as acceptable.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Comparison of JJA mean diurnal temperature range as obtained by (a) EXP; (b) CON; and (c) according to the
CRU data. The contour lines in (c) are the observed standard deviations at 0.1˚C increment. The hashed areas in (a) and (b)
indicate where the obtained climatological mean failed to fall within one standard deviation of the observed climatology.
CRU data are land only.
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Figure 4. Evaluation of hourly climatology of (upper left to lower right) mean 2m air temperature, 2m relative humidity,
10m wind speed, and 10m wind direction as derived from WRF-chem data with the two different forcings and from hourly
observations at the 42 sites (for locations see Figure 1). Data shown are averages over all available data. Curves for individual sites look similar. Note that the time on the x-axis is given with respect to UTC and Alaska Standard Time is UTC-9h.
Therefore, the late nighttime minimum temperature occurs in the middle of the plot.

According to the data of the 42 sites, the interannual variability was less than 0.4˚C on average over all sites.
EXP provided a nearly twice as high interannual variability of 0.7˚C, but it is the same as obtained by CON.
Given that most of the 42 sites are in steep valleys, they frequently may be below the inversions, and hence decoupled from the atmospheric flow at higher levels in the ABL. In the model, however, steep valleys are of subgrid scale and large valleys are smoothed. Thus, the measurements may often represent local mesoscale phenomena that are of subgrid-scale with respect to the model resolution. Consequently, interannual varibility was
higher at the grid-cells of the 42 sites in EXP (and CON) than at the actual sites.
Furthermore, the model values represent volume averages, while the observations are point measurements [65]
[66]. For all these reasons, following the same argumentation as above, the differences between EXP and observed temperature climatology seem not to be alarming. The quality of EXP produced temperature climatology
was similar to that of CON.
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The analysis of the site climatology confirmed the results of the evaluation by the CRU data that EXP (like
CON) dampened the diurnal cycle in all summer months (Figure 4). The buoy data indicated that this dampening also occurred over water. The forcing governed how the diurnal cycle was dampened. EXP overestimated
the mean maximum temperatures in all months, but underestimated the minima. CON well captured the mean
temperature minima in all months, but underestimated the mean maxima notably. Thus, we may conclude that
the forcing data impacted the overall temperature base state, but parameterizations within the atmospheric part
of WRF-chem dampened the DTR.
Averaging over the various surface categories (Figure 5) revealed that in general, EXP provided slightly
higher temperatures over land than CON did. In all months, EXP provided distinct differences between the mean
2m temperatures and their diurnal behavior over ocean, land, the coastal area, and Glacier Bay. Over ocean,
EXP provided, on average, lower values than CON. These differences increased as summer progressed from
about 1.5˚C in June to about 1.8˚C in August. Over Glacier Bay and the coast, temperature differences between
EXP and CON were smaller than over the ocean. However, EXP still provided lower temperature means than
CON. The prescribed SSTs that were the same in both simulations may be the cause. However, in CON, SSTs
were in balance with the atmosphere at the lateral boundaries, while in EXP here, the atmosphere was in balance
with the CESM SSTs. This finding indicates that uncertainty in SST may notably affect 2m temperatures over
ocean. While EXP and CON provided nearly the same mean temperatures over Glacier Bay in June and August,

Figure 5. Comparison of JJA mean diurnal ranges of 2m air temperature, 2m relative humidity, 10m wind speed, and 10m
wind direction climatology (upper left to lower right) as obtained over various surface categories from WRF-chem results
when downscaling CESM data (EXP) and when using analysis data as forcing for WRF-chem (CON). In contrast to Figure
4, here only climatologies derived from WRF-chem simulations are shown as too few data or no exist to derive statistically
meaningful climatologies from the surface meteorology sites. Note that the y-axes of Figure 4 and Figure 5 differ. Like in
Figure 4, time on the x-axis is given with respect to UTC and Alaska Standard Time is UTC-9h.
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EXP produced up to 0.5˚C lower mean daytime temperatures in July than CON. Only over land, EXP provided
higher mean 2m temperatures than CON.

3.2. Humidity
The discussion of relative humidity (RH) uses absolute values. In general, JJA mean climatology derived from
the CRU data showed a decrease of relative humidity from the coast (>90%) inland (60% - 80%). This inland
region of low RH was at its largest in June. As summer progressed, RH slightly increased to 70% - 80% nearly
everywhere in this region.
In all months, EXP like CON reproduced the spatial and temporal features seen in the CRU data, but with an
eastward offset. The distribution of EXP biases and their magnitude were very similar to that of CON. In all
months, EXP showed negative biases (−10% to ~0%) over the coastal fjords and glaciers of the St. Elias Mountains. Inland, EXP (like CON) RH biases reached up to ~30% in the north and decreased southwards to below
17%. This means WRF-chem derived RH climatology showed notably and slightly too wet climate in the northern and southern inland areas, respectively.
The spatial offset and overestimation of relative humidity can be related to the differences in terrain height in
the model and nature. The comparatively lower orographic barrier in WRF-chem permitted moisture advection
farther inland than it actually occurred. The close to zero bias in the fjord landscape indicates that WRF-Chem
reproduced relative humidity climatology well over Glacier Bay National Park independent of the forcing.
In all three months, the CRU data showed RH interannual variability of more than 5%, less than 4% and ~3%
(absolute) over the continental inland, the fjords and the St. Elias Mountains, respectively. EXP like CON captured this distribution broadly with EXP outperforming CON. Spatial heterogeneity in interannual variability
was larger in the WRF-chem derived climatology than the CRU data. However, the low spatial heterogeneity
seen in the CRU data may be an artifact from interpolating few observations onto a grid in complex terrain (cf.
[24] [52]). Like CON, EXP underestimated interannual RH variability locally by more than half. In both cases,
interannual variability was smaller over the St. Elias Mountains and fjords than according to the CRU derived
data. EXP captured the high inland interannual variability of RH in about 50% of the area. CON merely reproduced that here interannual variability exceeded that close to the ocean. This means farther inland, EXP captured
interannual variability of relative humidity much better than closer to the ocean and than CON did. Over the
fjord landscape, EXP (like CON) derived RH climatology fell within one standard deviation of the observed
climatology in all three months and JJA.
For EXP (like CON) RH biases decreased in July and August as compared to June. Nevertheless, RH biases
reached still up to 28% locally over the northern inland in August. The overall bias of EXP was 16% in June, 12%
in July and August, and 13% for JJA. These overall biases differed insignificantly from those in CON (19%,
14%, 13%, 15%). In EXP (CON), overall June to August and JJA RMSEs were 20%, 17%, 16% and 18% (23%,
18%, 17%, 19%), respectively. The decrease in RMSE and bias over summer means that WRF-chem performed
better when low than when high pressure systems governed the synoptic situations.
On average over all sites, EXP overestimated the 42 sites mean relative humidity climatology by 5% for JJA
(Table 2). Thus, its performance insignificantly exceeds that of CON that overestimated relative humidity climatology by 7%. EXP captured mean relative humidity excellently at night, when relative humidity was highest
(Figure 4), with an average bias less than 1%. On the contray, CON showed a negative bias (−2%). However,
both biases fall in the range of current accuracy in measuring RH. Thus, downscaling of CCSM data provided
excellent RH climatology for the 42 sites at night. EXP overestimated daytime relative humidity on average less
than 11% with lowest overestimation of about 8% in August (Figure 4). This performance is insignificantly
better than that of CON (13%, 9%, respectively). On average over all sites, the mean diurnal RH cycles of EXP
and CON differed less than 3%, 2%, 2% and 2% in June, July, August, and JJA, respectively.
In the domain, over ocean, coastal areas, Glacier Bay, and land, downscaled climate seemed to be slightly
drier than the climate obtained from WRF-chem simulations driven by analysis data (Figure 5). On the mesoscale, under calm wind conditions, relative humidity typically has a diurnal cycle with higher values at night than
day. In all months, downscaled relative humidity climatology reproduced this feature quite similar to CON. EXP
also captured that the diurnal cycle of RH should be larger over land than ocean as suggested from theory and
CON. EXP produced quite similar climatology of the mean diurnal relative humidity range (EXP-CON < 4%)
than CON over land and Glacier Bay, with lowest differences in August. The mean relative humidity diurnal
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cycle was offset entirely towards slightly lower values over the ocean and coast. These findings suggest SSTs as
cause rather than differences in forcing.
Overall these findings suggest that when driven with CESM data, WRF-chem derived JJA relative humidity
climatology including its diurnal cycle was at least as reliable as that derived from WRF-chem when driven with
analysis data (known performance) and even better far inland.

3.3. Precipitations
Precipitation occurrence and amount are among the hardest to predict, especially in mountainous terrain and
summer [67] [68]. Here precipitation data are also the hardest to interpolate as gauges are often at low elevation
and precipitation increases with height [69]. In summer, sparse networks have difficulties to catch convective
precipitation [24]. In most of the Canadian part of the domain, convective precipitation prevails during summer.
Thus, caution is needed in trusting the EXP, CON, and gridded data as well. Our analysis assessed the downscaled precipitation compared to known performance with this knowledge in mind.
The CRU data report JJA-accumulated precipitation of 225 mm to more than 450 mm in the Coast Mountains,
and as low as about 120 mm inlands (Figure 6). In all months, the CRU climatology showed highest accumulated precipitation over the fjord landscape, and the least far inland.
Both simulation-derived climatologies failed capturing the broad distribution and underestimated JJA accumulated precipitation appreciably, but with similar magnitude (Figure 6). Biases were strongest over the Coast
Mountains (≤350 mm) and lowest over northern British Columbia (<150 mm). Over the backranges independent
of the forcing data, WRF-chem simulated the highest accumulated precipitation east of the fjord landscape in all
months. This similar behavior suggests that WRF-chem had difficulties in simulating precipitation from orographically forced lifting to its full extend. This shortcoming is well known and common to all grid-models (e.g.
[67]).
In nature, the mountains of the fjord landscape are the first orographic barrier. The mountain ranges in their
downwind already face rainshadow effects (Figure 6). WRF-chem, like all numerical weather prediction and
air-quality models, used the average terrain height within a grid-cell as representative for the terrain height
within the grid-cell. Therefore, any orographic barrier is much lower than in nature. In Southeast Alaska, using
an average terrain height leads to a more or less gradual increase of topography from the ocean to the mountain
ranges east of the fjord landscape. Consequently, the orographically forced lifting was weaker in the model than
real world. This well known model artifact leads to systematic errors in simulated precipitation [67].
For Southeast Alaska the orographic lifting and orographically forced precipitation in WRF-chem were
strongest where in nature, the rainshadow affects climate. Thus, orographic precipitation was produced too far to
the East (Figure 6). Consequently, here the largest biases and RMSE occurred, and the climatology of simulated
and observed accumulated precipitation differed by more than one standard deviation. Downscaled precipitation
(like precipitation predicted using analysis data) was more reliable inland than in the coastal fjord regions. Independent of the forcing data, accumulated precipitation was strongly underestimated in the upwind of the
mountain ranges along the Gulf of Alaska. Negative biases occurred in all months, but were lowest in August,
the wettest summer month.
Additional reasons for the strong biases may be related to the network’s representing mostly valley sites, its
low density and the interpolation [24] [52] [69]. Precipitation even can differ strongly in the same valley depending on elevation and orientation to the main wind direction [70].
Like CON, EXP captured that monthly accumulted precipiation increased from June to August, and failed
capturing the increase to its full degree. For instance, June mean accumulated precipitation of EXP (and CON)
underestimated that of CRU slightly in the northern part of the domain, and by more than half over the southern
fjords, and their adjacent mountains. In these locations, the biases between simulated and observed accumulated
precipitation climatology grew from June towards August in EXP (and CON). In all months, the horizontal distribution of EXP accumulated precipitation biases marginally differed from those of CON. Overall the EXP
mean accumulated JJA precipitation was only about half of what it should be according to the CRU data, and
even less than half in the case of CON (Table 1).
These findings mean that EXP produced precipitation climatology of similar quality than CON (known performance). However, this underestimation and eastward shift of precipitation could notably affect the simulation
of aerosol concentrations, wet and dry deposition.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Comparison of JJA accumulated precipitation climatology as obtained by (a) EXP; (b) CON; and (c) according to
the CRU data. The contour lines in (c) are the observed standard deviations. The hashed areas in (a) and (b) indicate where
the obtained climatological mean failed to fall within one standard deviation of the observed climatology. Note that CRU
data are land only.
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According to the CRU data, the interannual variability of accumulated JJA precipitation is less than 22 mm
inland and locally about 88 mm over the glaciers of the St. Elias and Coastal Mountains (Figure 6). Here, the
high JJA interannual variability can be associated with slight shifts in the storm-tracks, and lee and luv effects.
Inland precipitation mainly stems from convection, which is random, and has low interannual variability.
The CRU distributions of interannual variability were similar in all months, and showed increasing interannual variability as summer progressed. Like CON, EXP captured this trend, but not to the full extend. Like CON,
EXP notably underestimated the magnitude of interannual variability in accumulated precipitation climatology
and its horizontal heterogeneity. EXP failed to capture the interannual variability over the fjord landscape, but
caught broadly the spatial distribution of high and low interannual variability downwind of the Coast Mountains.
However, the interannual variabilities were notably (locally nearly eight times) lower than reported in the CRU
data. In contrast to EXP, CON failed capturing the spatial distribution of interannual precipitation variability in
all months.
The CRU data indicated 47 to 55 wet days in JJA. Like CON, EXP captured the landward decrease in wet
days, mislocated the minimum, its horizontal extend, and overestimated the number of wet days. Both provided
climatologies with more than 81 wet days nearly everywhere for JJA. This means that WRF-chem predicted
precipitation with low amounts too often independent of the used forcing. EXP slightly less overestimated the
number of wet days due to its slightly warmer conditions than CON. Some of the overestimation of wet days
may be attributed to the cold bias.
The CRU data showed the highest interannual variability in JJA wet days (<7 d) over Canada and the lowest
along the coast (~2.5 d). EXP (like CON) failed capturing the distributions of wet-day interannual variability in
all months and JJA. However, both showed similar spatial heterogeneity in interannual variability of wet days
among each other. Nevertheless, EXP (and CON) interannual variability of wet days remained lower or equal to
9 d for JJA. The EXP and CON results differed due to the different forcing that meant different vertical temperature gradients and stability. The much larger differences between EXP and CRU (or CON and CRU) than between EXP and CON may also be partly associated with the density of the observational network and site locations. In Southeast Alaska, data availability for creating the CRU data was sparse, and screwed towards valleys
and easy accessible locations.
Unfortunately, the 42 sites had no precipitation data. Overall the above findings suggest that when downscaling CESM data with WRF-chem in Southeast Alaska, errors in simulated air quality related to precipitation will
be similar to those known from WRF-chem driven with analysis data.

3.4. Wind
Reconstruction of wind speeds from satellite observations is possible over water; typically, such reconstructed
wind speeds show differences to buoy-recorded wind speeds of less than 0.6 m/s with a standard deviation of
about 2.5 m/s [71].
Over the ocean, the BSW data showed a horizontal gradient in 10m wind speeds from 4.75 m/s in the Gulf of
Alaska to more than 5.5 m/s in the southern domain (Figure 7). In JJA, June, and July, the EXP derived climatology showed no such north-south gradient. The same was true for CON. Both EXP and CON captured the
north-south gradient of increasing wind speeds over the ocean in August and the board picture in JJA. Both EXP
(and CON) underestimated wind speeds over water by 1 m/s and nearly 4 m/s in the north and south, respectively. EXP provided slightly higher wind speeds, and marginally better wind climatology than CON.
Over open ocean, EXP (like CON) wind-speed biases were less than 1 m/s, while along the coast they were
typically less than 2 m/s. Here, the similarity of the EXP and CON bias pattern suggests systematic errors in
WRF-chem due to discrepancies in the coast-line in the model and nature as causes rather than the forcing data.
On average, the EXP negative bias was only 0.5 m/s, i.e. more than about half of CON’s (Table 1). The RMSE
of EXP was 0.4 m/s like in CON.
Unfortunately, no gridded wind data was available over land. Here the mean 10m wind speeds derived from
EXP exceeded those from CON locally by more than 2 m/s, especially over the St. Elias Mountains (Figure 7).
Typically the CESM data provided relatively higher wind speeds at the lateral boundaries due to the smoother
terrain in CESM than nature. The analysis data based on various observational data, i.e. signals related to rough
ocean surface or complex terrain were included indirectly through the observations, at least, to a certain degree.
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(c)

Figure 7. Comparison of JJA mean 10m wind-speed climatology as obtained by (a) EXP; (b) CON; and (c) according to the
BSW data. The contour lines in (c) are the observed standard deviations. The hashed areas in (a) and (b) indicate where the
obtained climatological mean failed to fall within one standard deviation of the observed climatology. Note that BSW data
are ocean only.
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On JJA mean and in each summer month, the BSW data showed high interannual variability in mean 10m
wind speeds ranging from around 0.4 m/s to locally more than 1.4 m/s along the coast (Figure 7). Accoding to
the BSW data, interannual variability in mean wind speed was highest over the fjords, locally up to 2.2 m/s. In
EXP (like CON) wind climatology failed to fall within one standard deviation of the observations.
EXP (like CON) captured the interannual wind-speed variability (<1 m/s) acceptably in most places along the
coast. According to the BSW data, interannual variability decreased over the ocean from north (<1.4 m/s) to
south (~0.4 m/s). EXP (like CON) failed reproducing these distributions in all three months everywhere. During
this time, EXP provided interannual variabilities between 0.7 m/s and nearly 1.2 m/s in the northern Gulf of
Alaska. Here, CON’s interannual variability ranged between 0.7 m/s and 1 m/s. Even though both underestimated interannual variability, downscaled climatology reproduced the interannual variability in wind speed
slightly better than that derived from WRF-chem driven by analysis data. EXP (like CON) captured the interannual wind-speed variability in the southwestern Gulf of Alaska.
These findings suggest the surface layer, roughness length and/or ABL parameterizations as potential error
causes for the underestimated wind speeds over the ocean. Given the low observed interannal variability in mean
wind speeds, the uncertainty in satellite-derived wind speeds, the insignificant differences between EXP and
CON, and that the biases are of the order of the accuracy in reconstructed wind speeds one has to conclude (1)
that downscaled wind speeds acceptably reproduce observed wind-speed climatology over the ocean and (2) that
they were of similar quality than known performance.
Both EXP and CON overestimated the 42 sites monthly mean 10m wind speeds (Figure 4) by less than 2.17
m/s and 1.85 m/s, respectively. In JJA, EXP had negligibly lower bias in seasonal mean 10m wind speeds than
CON (1.70 m/s vs. 1.72 m/s). This means that downscaling of CESM data provides reliable summer wind climatology in Southeast Alaska. June and August wind climatology from downscaling were notably weaker (biases of 2.17 m/s, 2.02 m/s vs. 1.59 m/s, 1.85 m/s, respectively), while the July wind-climatology bias broadly
agreed with that of CON (1.79 m/s vs. 1.61 m/s). These findings suggest that seasonal wind climatology of EXP
is reliable and in the ballpark of current quality of 10m wind-speed forecast with analysis data (e.g. CON) and
other studies using analysis or reanalysis forcing (e.g. [30] [72]).
On average over all seven years and 42 sites, EXP (like CON) reproduced the mean diurnal cycle of wind
speed with higher values at daytime than nighttime (Figure 4). EXP overestimated monthly means of hourly
10m wind speeds throughout the entire diurnal cycle by up to 2.20 m/s. EXP performed slightly better than CON,
which overestimated monthly means of hourly 10m wind speeds by up to 2.47 m/s. Overestimation by EXP
(CON) was largest in June (August). This means the different forcings can affect the time of best performance
also on the sub-diurnal scale.
Nighttime overestimation exceeded that at daytime meaning a dampening of the diurnal cycle of wind speed.
This fact suggests that WRF-chem had difficulty to capture the full strength of nighttime stability. The surface
layer and/or ABL parameterizations are potential causes [73]. Except in August, EXP always provided slightly
higher 10m wind speeds than CON. This general overestimation of 10m wind speed agrees with results from
previous studies on WRF’s performance in reproducing inversions and/or the wind field under stagnant or calm
wind conditions [19] [73] [74].
The diurnal cycle of observed 10m wind-speed climatology of June and JJA were quite similar making June a
good representative of summer 10m wind speeds in Southeast Alaska (Figure 4). WRF-chem reproduced this
feature well with both forcings. The EXP and CON derived 10m wind-speed climatology differed less among
each other than they differed from the climatology gained from the 42 sites. This finding suggests that systematic errors in 10m wind speed due to local subgrid-scale features (channeling, wind shadows, etc.), misrepresentation of the landscape, and parameterizations in WRF-chem exceeded the differences due to the forcing data.
Interestingly, the onset of wind-direction changes occurred earlier in nature than in the model. Obviously,
subgrid-scale local differences in insolation and/or topography play a role. The former is supported by the fact
that the change occurred earlier in EXP than in CON. EXP and CON differed in relative humidity and hence
cloudiness and insolation. Unfortunately, too few (in space and time) shortwave-radiation data were available
for a meaningful statistic. Thus, a further investigation for the temporal offsets has to be postponed to the future.
The average interannual variability was 0.6 m/s at the 42 sites. Here EXP underestimated the interannual variability as strongly as 0.22 m/s, on average. Interannual variability of EXP wind speeds marginally differed
from the 0.28 m/s obtained by CON. This about three times and twice lower internannual variability of the
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WRF-chem derived climatology resulted from the discretization. In nature, the sites are in steep valleys. Here,
slight shifts of wind directions were decisive whether or not a channeling effect occurred in a valley. In the
model, steep valleys are of subgrid-scale. Thus, slight shifts of wind direction, even when captured by the model,
do not result into acceleration or deceleration of 10m wind speed as the topography within the grid-cell is flat.
Recall that topography only differed between adjacent grid-cells.
In both WRF-chem derived climatologies, mean 10m wind speeds increased as summer progressed due to the
increase in storms. Generally, over land, ocean, coastal areas and Glacier Bay the EXP and CON mean diurnal
cycles of 10m wind speeds were nearly the same, but EXP mean wind speeds exceeded those of CON on average (Figure 5). The near-surface wind forcing provided by the CESM data at the lateral boundaries was stronger
than that provided by the analysis data, especially over land. These differences in forcing data were due to the
fact that the analysis included the real surface impact on wind speeds. CESM used a mosaic approach for the
various plant-functional types [75]. Any mosaic approach simplifies and smoothens the heterogeneity of the
landscape [61] [76], for which the likelihood for overestimation of wind speed increases.
Over the ocean, both CESM and WRF-chem calculated surface-roughness lengths depending on grid-volume
mean wind speed. The relatively coarse horizontal resolution of CESM means smoothening high roughnesses
due to waves that may exist at fine resolution. Thus, the CESM forcing data provided enhanced wind speeds to
WRF-chem at the lateral boundaries as compared to the analysis data. Comparison of the EXP obtained 10m
wind speeds over land and ocean revealed that downscaling mitigated the enhanced wind forcing of CESM over
the ocean as the air moved towards the center of the domain. In EXP, the increased wind forcing at the lateral
boundaries meant increased ocean-surface roughness in WRF-chem, which counteracted wind speed. Probably,
the analysis data may also have provided stronger wind fields than existed in nature because of the limited data
availability over water, and the gridding procedures (cf. [24]). Since the analysis data based on observations
small-scale impacts of roughness were indirectly included to a certain degree despite of the relatively coarse
resolution. The low data density explains some of the systematic differences found in this and many other studies between simulated and observed wind fields [74] [77].
Both WRF-chem derived climatologies showed small differences between nighttime and daytime mean wind
directions over the domain, land, and ocean, and comparatively wider diurnal cycles over coastal areas and
Glacier Bay (Figure 5). In all summer months, the mean hourly wind-direction climatology of EXP and CON
differed greater at night than day, and the strongest (up to ~60˚) over water at night. The former is partly related
to differences in wind components at the lateral boundaries, and partly to differences in surface roughness. Since
in WRF-chem, surface roughness over water depends on wind speed, wind-speed differences at the lateral
boundaries propagated into differences in surface roughnesses, and wind direction in the domain. Over land,
ocean, and the coastal area winds showed slightly more northern components in EXP than CON.
In Glacier Bay, however, at night, on average, winds came with slightly western and eastern components in
EXP and CON, respectively. Furthermore, in Glacier Bay, EXP and CON wind-direction climatology showed a
slight temporal offset. In Glacier Bay, the diurnal cycle of wind direction was very distinct (>70˚) in EXP like in
CON (Figure 5). Distinct differences between day and night were expected because of frequently occurring
nighttime inversions, mountain-valley circulations and circulations in and out of the bay. The downscaling captured effects due to these features similar to CON.
The coastal wind-direction climatology of EXP showed differences between day and night of ~50˚ indicating
that the downscaling captured occasionally occurring sea and/or land breeze systems. EXP captured these mesoscale features slightly, but insignificantly weaker than CON.
Overall downscaling of CESM data by WRF-chem provided acceptable wind climatology. According to the
evaluation downscaled wind-speed fields had similar shortcomings, and only marginally lower quality as we
know from WRF-chem driven by analysis.
Typically, the differences between the EXP and CON wind climatology were less than those between them
and the observed climatology. Independent of the forcing, 10m wind-speed climatology was overestimated
throughout the entire diurnal cycle. The wind climatologies of EXP and CON showed positive bias, and WRFchem produced only marginally (insignificant) lower quality 10m wind-speed climatology when forced with
CESM than when forced with analysis data. However, both the EXP and CON derived wind climatology failed
to fall within one standard deviation of the observations over large areas of the ocean. Given the low observed
interannal variability in mean wind speed, the uncertainty in satellite-derived wind speeds, and the non-significant
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differences over land and with respect to different mesoscale environments, we may conclude that downscaling
of CESM data by WRF-chem can provide realistic regional results with similar fidelity as known for WRFchem forecasts with analysis with respect to the wind fields.

4. Conclusions
Assessment of future summer air quality and impacts of various alternative/combined management decisions
regarding cruise-ship traffic in Glacier Bay National Park requires reliable regional air-quality simulations of
future climate. This study examined the performance of WRF-chem in downscaling CESM data (experiment,
EXP) in comparison to WRF-chem simulations forced with analysis data (control, CON). The latter represents
the “known performance” of modern air-quality models. The climatology derived therefrom served as a relative
benchmark for Southeast Alaska in this study. In addition, the climatologies derived from the downscaled
CESM data were evaluated by gridded climatology of meteorological surface observations from the CRU and
blended sea-wind datasets, and climatologies of 42 sites. This strategy permitted assessment of the produced
climatologies at various spatial and temporal scales. Unfortunately, in the region of Glacier Bay, no chemical
concentration data existed for assessement of the performance in capturing air quality. Thus, this study focused
on EXP’s performance in reproducing climatology of temperature, relative humidity, precipitation, and wind as
errors in these quantities may propagate into the projected chemical fields (e.g. [19] [78]).
Summer biases (EXP vs. CRU or BSW) in EXP climatology of 2m air temperature, diurnal temperature range,
relative humidity and accumulated precipitation over land and 10m wind speed and direction over ocean
amounted 1.1 K, −4.9 K, 13%, −110 mm, −3.8 m/s and 46˚, respectively. This performance was of similar accuracy as that of CON (−0.7 K, −5.3 K, 15%, −120 mm, −4 m/s, 46˚), i.e. state-of-the-art.
Based on the 42 sites EXP showed overall JJA biases in 2m temperature, relative humidity and wind speed
over land and ocean of −1.1 K, 5%, and 1.78 m/s, respectively. These biases are similar to those gained from
WRF-chem forecasts with analysis data (−1.6 K, 7%, 1.36 m/s). Unfortunately, the tendency of WRF-chem to
overestimate low wind speeds is slightly larger in EXP than CON. However, given the complex topography the
wind-speed biases are less than one standard deviation (Table 2).
The skill scores based on the hourly data of the 42 sites confirm the findings of the assessment by the gridded
data over areas covered by them. Typically, the differences between the EXP and CON climatologies were less
than those between them and the observed climatologies. The latter fact leads to the conclusion that downscaling
of CESM data by WRF-chem provided results of similar quality than we know from WRF-chem forecasts with
analysis data.
Buoys and land sites showed similar scores. Thus, one may conclude that the downscaled meteorological
quantities over the ocean (land) not covered by the gridded CRU (BSW) data showed similar quality as found
over the land (ocean) covered by them.
Some discrepancies between the downscaled and satellite derived wind speeds may be attributable to mixed
pixels and uncertainty in the retrivial algorithm [79]. Some discrepancies between the climatology produced
from downscaled CSEM data and the observations can be attributed to sites being mostly in valleys close to settlements, and the low network density over Canada, and in case of the CRU data to the interpolation of sparse
data in complex terrain. In valleys, the observations may strongly reflect very local features that are not representative for the area of the grid-cell. For instance, in Southeast Alaska, locations being in the rainshadow of a
mountain barrier receive typically less precipitation than those in the leewardside of the next higher mountain
barrier; and typically 2m air temperatures are lowest over north and highest over south slopes [57].
Some discrepancies stem from discretization and observational techiques at meteorology sites. The observations are point measurements, while the downscaled 3D (2D) field quantities are volume (surface) averages over
a flat area at the mean terrain height of the grid-cell. Finally, over land chanelling effects are of subgrid-scale
and may yield systematic errors due to the discretization of the terrain. However, these uncertainties apply for
CON and other air-quality models as well.
The comparison of EXP with CON revelead some model related shortcomings that occurred independent of
the lateral forcing data. For instance, EXP and CON showed very similar dampening of mean DTRs everywhere
in the domain about one or two increments away from the lateral boundaries. This means the DTR dampening
resulted from the parameterizations of the ABL, surface, and/or radiation. Independent of the forcing, the
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WRF-chem-derived climate overestimated the interannual temperature variability as compared to the CRU data
and the 42 sites, but was of similar magnitude in EXP and CON. This behavior can be partly explained by the
sites’ being mostly located in steep valleys where local channeling effects and inversions occur. Steep valleys
were of subgrid-scale with respect to the resolution of WRF-chem in this study. The representation of topography in WRF-chem caused the underestimation of interannual relative humidity variability over the fjords and St.
Elias Mountains, which also occured for both forcings.
The study showed that the forcing data may occassionally compensate—to a small degree—model related errors. Indeed, downscling of CESM data produced a better distribution of wet-day climatology than that obtained
when using analysis data as forcing, but for the wrong reasons. The too high number of wet days in EXP and
CON, in general, was related to the cloud parameterizations and cold bias. The slightly warmer atmosphere of
EXP meant that atmospheric conditions were farther away from saturation than in CON, and the partititing between the warm and cold paths of precipitation formation was shifted to the less efficient warm path. Despite
WRF-chem failed capturing the precipitation distribution in great part due to the discretization of topography,
the downscaled precipitation climatology was at least of similar quality than current forecasts in Southeast
Alaska.
The study revealed sensitivities, and where results were more reliable. Errors in downscaled temperature climatogy and differences between EXP and CON climatologies were higher over coastal than inland areas. This
meant that uncertainty in SSTs strongly affected the accuracy of 2m temperatures along the coast and over the
ocean in Southeast Alaska. Downscaled climate was most reliable farther inland in areas still far enough away
from the lateral boundaries. Interannual variability of wind speeds was best captured in the fjords along the
coast.
The study revealed that when downscaling CESM data, a larger domain should be used and/or more data
along the lateral boundaries should be discarded form the analysis than it is typically done in regional air-quality
forecasts. Analysis data, namely, base on assimilated observations, and inherit fine scale signals. Consequently,
even though the analysis data provided the lateral boundary conditions at 1˚ × 1˚ the fields of inflow quantities
adapted relatively fast to the finer spatial resolution in the model domain. On the contray, the CESM data were
in balance with the topography 0.9˚ × 1.25˚ latitudinal and longitudinal grid of CESM. Therefore, WRF-chem
needed more time to adapt to the finer resolution when CESM data were downscaled than with analysis data as
forcing. In other words, the inflowing field quantities travelled farther into the domain until they achieved an
equilibrium that was consistent with the conditions in the model domain.
The forcing influenced the overall temperature base state in the domain beyond the five lateral grid-cells that
were discarded from analysis already. The EXP and CON mean temperatures differed due to the different temperature advection at the lateral boundaries. Obviously, the atmosphere has “memory” of upwind surface conditions via the temperatures in the ABL. This memory was introduced in the regional domain at the inflow boundaries.
The downscaled fields of temperature, diurnal temperature range, wind speed, and relative humidity captured
the expected mesoscale responses to regional differences. EXP’s responses were of similar magnitude with those
of CON. For instance, downscaling correctly produced increasing DTR land inwards. WRF-chem downscaling
also resolved the flow pattern along the coast and in large fjords like Glacier Bay acceptably.
Based on this study we can conclude that the found differences should not yield major difficulties in applying
CESM driven regional climate simulations to project air quality over Glacier Bay National Park in summer. We
further conclude that downscaling CESM with WRF-chem can provide realistic data for assessment of future air
quality within similar uncertainty range than today’s air-quality forecasts driven with analysis data if the emissions and their changes are well understood and assumed realistically.
Overall, the study showed that when driven by CESM data WRF-chem provided climatology of similar (read
sometimes marginally weaker/better) quality for Southeast Alaska as WRF-chem did in forecast mode when
forced with analysis data. When driven with CESM data WRF-chem reproduced the diurnal cycle of relative
humidity climatology with similar accuracy as compared to when forced with analysis data meaning downscaled
relative humidity data were at least as reliable as known performance from WRF-chem forecasts with analysis
data for Southeast Alaska. In the fjords along the coast, EXP produced similar interannual variability in windspeed climatology than CON. Downscaling CESM data produced precipitation information (accumulated precipitation, number of wet days, interannual variability, distributions) that was not any worse than is currently
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achieved in forecasts with analysis data for Southeast Alaska.
Thus, we may conclude that for Southeast Alaska the seven year climatology derived from WRF-chem driven
with CESM data provided a comparable thermodynamic and dynamic state than when driven with analysis data.
Being aware of current discrepancies in air-quality model results driven by analysis data will be keys to assess
downscaled future air quality for this area.
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